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Tirath Singh Rawat sworn 
New CM of Uttarakhand

Ayesha Aziz becomes India's youngest 
female pilot

PM inaugurates MaitriSetu between 
India and Bangladesh.

Forest fire destroys 1/3rd of Similipal 
Tiger Reserve in Odisha.

India 's f irst ever Digital Toy Fair 
launched.

PM Modi launches the Kindle version of 
Bhagwat Geeta.

Delhi Govt. plans to bid for 2048 Olympic 
Games.

First ever Quad Summit held for stronger 
“IndoPacific” ties. 
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Virat Kohli steps down as Team 

India's Test Captain 

The Chairman of UGC (University Grants 

commission) M. Jagadesh Kumar has 

announced that all the Central Universities 

will give admission on behalf of (CUET) 

Central University Entrance test for the 

202122 batch. The question of the 

entrance test will be set on 12 class 

subject's level and it mandatory for all the 

45Central Universities to follow it. The 

common entrance exam will held in first 

week of July applications will begin in April 

and exam will be held online. It will only 

apply on the central running universities 

like Delhi Universities, Jawaharlal Nehru 

University. In this the marks of class 12th 

will be not counted. UGC says that the 

central universities will fix the common 

eligibility criterion for test. This test will 

conduct by (NTA) The National Testing 

Agency. Actually this rule is announced by 

(UGC) because in India there are lots of 

boards present like CBSE, Bihar board, 

Haryana board etc. sometime those 

children who don't deserve to take 

admission in central universities they are 

admitted but those child who are actually 

deserve the admission so that child have to 

compete a lot to entre in Universities so 

UGC says to give equal opportunities to all. 

The students are saying that it very nice to 

have a common entrance exam so the 

The Current Scenario

CUET exams will be 

conducted for UG courses 

says,UGC

Writen By ‐ Pragya Jha ( BMM Sem II )

children don't have run for other exams. And can reach in 45 universities by only one exam. They 

can save time and prepare for something else. All the seats of the universities can also fill 

because earlier one student give entrance exam of different universities and if he/she can crack 

that exam than they took admission in only one university but the other seats was blank for him. 

R e s e r v a t i o n  w i l l  r e m a i n  s a m e  f o r  t h e  e c o n o m i c s  b a c k w a r d  c l a s s e s .

But the question arises that “are we ready for CUET”?

IPL 2022 will be held 
from 

March 26 to May 29

Gyanvapi: Temple- Mosque Conflict
Five Delhibased women – Rakhi Singh, Laxmi Devi, Sita Sahu and 

others moved the court with their plea on April 18, 2021, seeking 

permission for daily prayers before the idols of Hindu deities on the 

outer walls of Gyanvapi Mosque in Varanasi. They also sought to 

stop the opponents (means muslims) from causing any damage to 

the idols. These women plaintiffs have told the Supreme Court that 

entire Gyanvapi mosque land belonged to Kashi Vishwanath and 

they want to do Pooja of Mata Shringar Gouri in mosque. The 

Gyanvapi mosque  Kashi Vishwanath dispute first reached the 

courts in 1991 when a petition sought the removal of the mosque 

from the site and the transfer of possession of the land to the Hindu 

community and for this, the petitioners have demanded survey of 

the complex. The Hindu side says that to prove the existence of the 

idol of Shringar Gauri, one has to go inside the mosque. This is the 

reason why the survey team is attempting to enter the mosque 

premises to inspect and take video recordings.

On May 16, a local court in Varanasi directed the district 

administration to seal the spot in the Gyanvapi Masjid complex 

where a “shivling” was reportedly found during a courtmandated 

videography survey. The threeday survey, conducted under tight 

security in which An advocate from the Hindu side, Vishnu Jain told 

that a Shivling was found inside the well which is 12 feet by 8 inches 

in diameter but muslim side claimed that is Waju khana. By that 

Lawyer Madan MohanYadav claimed that the Nandi's face towards 

the Shivling and also we found Hindu symbols in mosque and also he 

raised the questions in which mosque hindu symbols and 

architectures are found ? Now we will see who owns the land of 

Gyanvapi Mosque, court in Varanasi has directed the Archaeological 

Survey of India (ASI) to probe the structure of the Gyanvapi Masjid.

By Aastha Tyagi, BMM 3rd  Sem

The 10daylong Maharashtra political potboiler, Eknath Shinde 

took over as CM, with BJP's Devendra Fadnavis as his deputy. The 

development, however, came as a surprise, as it was widely 

expected that Fadnavis, a former CM, would succeed Thackeray, 

with the rebel Sena leader taking over the deputy's chair. This is 

because the former CM has earlier said hewas ready to quit of the 

Shinde faction could ensure that a “Shiv Sainik” would be there next 

chief minister. Exactly a week after he took oath as the twentieth 

Chief Minister of Maharashtra, Eknath Shinde on Thursday officially 

took charge at Mantralaya, the State Government's administrative 

headquarters in Mumbai.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              By Sakshi BMM Sem 3 

“Eknath Shinde to become 

The Next Chief Minister 

Of Maharashtra”

Who does not know Nupur Sharma nowadays? BJP spokesperson Nupur Sharma is 

famous nowadays for her controversial comments in the country since last few 

days. In the end of May, Nupur Sharma, the spokesperson of BJP, made a 

controversial comment on Prophet Muhammad on a TV debate, due to which Arab 

countries expressed their displeasure. Indian Muslims and more than 12 countries 

expressed their dissatisfaction on this point and also did many protests against her 

statement. After that BJP suspended Nupur Sharma , and issued a statement 

saying that "The party is absolutely against any ideology that insults any religion or 

religion", along with that BJP said that "It respects all religions and condemns, any 

insult to any religious great man to the fullest extent and didn't promote such people or philosophy". Since then, many people started 

supporting Nupur Sharma on social media like #supportnupursharma #backnupursharma, while some people started threatening and 

condemning her for posting wrong posts against her like #arrestnupursharma . After Nupur Sharma's statement, Hindu Muslim fight started all 

over the country and more than 12 countries protested against Nupur Sharma. And lot of Islamic countries such as UAE, Saudi Arabia, Qatar and 

Iran also did a lot of protest. Recently an unexpected incident happen in Udaipur in which two Muslim men killed a Hindu tailor who was 

supporting Nupur Sharma on social media. They even made a video and post it online that how they kill that man and also post a video in which 

they threat prime minister as well as nupur sharma . Supreme Court said that "her loose tongue has set the entire country on fire" and blamed 

her for lightning emotions across the country.  Her outburst is responsible for the unfortunate incident at Udaipur.

Nupur Sharma's comment set country on fire

                 By Bharti BMM Sem V
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Is it possible that Indian marketers are missing a trick or two by not utilising 
'Vorfreude' to its full potential? 

The Current Scenario

The “Seva Nidhi” will be exempt from Income Tax. There shall be no entitlement to 

gratuity and pensionary benefits. Agniveers will be provided noncontributory Life 

Insurance Cover of Rs 48 lakh for the duration of their engagement period in the Indian 

Armed Forces. During this period of service to the nation, the Agniveers will be imparted 

with various military skills and experience, discipline, physical fitness, leadership 

qualities, courage and patriotism. Agniveers, on completion of the fouryear tenure in the 

prime of their youth, will be mature and selfdisciplined with the realisation to become 

better version of himself/herself both professionally as also personally. The avenues and 

opportunities that will open up for their progress in the civil world after Agniveer tenure 

would certainly be a big plus towards nation building.
The 'Seva Nidhi' of approximately Rs 11.71 lakh would aid the Agniveer to pursue his/her 

future dreams without the financial pressure, which is normally the case for young people 

from the financially deprived strata of society. The individuals, selected for enrolment in 

the Armed Forces as regular cadre, would be required to serve for a further engagement 

period of minimum 15 years and would be governed by the existing terms and conditions 

of service of Junior Commissioned Officers/Other Ranks in Indian Army and their 

equivalent in Indian Navy and Indian Air Force and that of Non Combatant enrolled in the 

Indian Air Force, as amended from timetotime.
The educational qualification for Agniveers will remain as in vogue for enrollment in 

various categories. {For example: For entry into General Duty (GD) soldier, the educational 

qualification is Class 10).
                                                                             

The Agnipath Scheme for the Armed Forces

Under the new scheme, around 46,000 soldiers between the ages of 17.5 and 21 years will 

be recruited into the three services this year. The Union Cabinet on 14 June had approved a 

recruitment scheme for Indian youth to serve in the Armed Forces. The scheme is called 

AGNEEPATH and the youth selected under this scheme will be known as Agniveers. 

AGNEEPATH allows patriotic and motivated youth to serve in the Armed Forces for a 

period of four years. According to the government, AGNEEPATH scheme has been 

designed to enable a youthful profile of the Armed Forces. It will provide an opportunity to 

the youth who may be keen to don the uniform by attracting young talent from the society 

who are more in tune with contemporary technological trends and plough back skilled, 

disciplined and motivated manpower into the society. As for the Armed Forces, it will 

enhance the youthful profile of the Armed Forces and provide a fresh lease of “'Josh' and 

'Jazba'” whilst at the same time bring about a transformational shift towards a more tech 

savvy Armed Forces – which is indeed the need of the hour.  It is envisaged that average age 

profile of Indian Armed forces would come down by about 45 years by implementation of 

this scheme. According to the government, the nation stands to immensely benefit by 

infusion of highly inspired youth with deeper understanding of selfdiscipline, diligence 

and focus that would be adequately skilled and will be able to contribute in other sectors.  

The dividends of a short military service to the nation, society and the youth of the nation 

are immense. The youth joining the armed forces under Agnipath scheme will be known as 

Agniveers.
Agniveers will be given an attractive customised monthly package along with Risk and 

Hardship allowances as applicable in the three services. On completion of the engagement 

period of four years, Agniveers will be paid one time 'SevaNidhi' package which shall 

comprise their contribution including accrued interest thereon and matching contribution 

from the Government equal to the accumulated amount of their contribution including 

interest.

Dr. V Krishnamurthy, the founding chairman of Maruti 

Udyog  now Maruti Suzuki India, passed away on Sunday, 

June 26, aged 97. Aside from heading Maruti Suzuki during 

its formative years in India, Krishnamurthy was also the 

chairman to multiple Public Sector Undertakings during the 

course of his career. He is credited with the turnaround of 

fortunes for Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd (BHEL) and Steel 

Authority of India Ltd (SAIL) which also earned him the 

name 'Turnaround Man'. Krishnamurthy also held some key 

roles with the Indian Government including being a 

member of the Planning Commission and Secretary, Ministry of Industry.

"Dr. V. Krishnamurthy was my mentor right from the time I started work and right through 

my entire career. He had an important role to play in helping me build TVS Motor 

Company. He was one of the tallest leaders in Indian industry. His contribution to the 

growth of India was immeasurable. It is a great loss to Indian industry and to the country," 

said Venu Srinivasan, Chairman, TVS Motor Company.

By Pragya Jha, BMMSem 3

Maruti Founding Chairman Dr. 

Venkatraman Krishnamurthy 

Passes Away At 97

Sri Lanka crisis | President 

Gotabaya expands Cabinet 

again without Finance Minister

Embattled Sri Lankan President Gotabaya Rajapaksa on Monday, May 23, 2022, expanded 

the Cabinet with the induction of eight more Ministers but he did not appoint a Finance 

Minister once again to handle the worst economic crisis facing the island nation.

The new Ministers belong to the ruling Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna (SLPP) and its allies 

— the SLFP and the EPDP, a Tamil minority party in the north.
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Noida, 21 February 2022: School of Journalism and Mass 
Communication under the aegis Satyam Fashion Institute, 
Sector 62, Noida celebrated International Mother 
Language Day today to promote linguistic and cultural 
diversity and multilingualism. 
On February 21 every year, the world celebrates 
International Mother Language Day to promote linguistic 

and cultural diversity, as well 
as multilingualism. In 1999, 
t h e  U n i t e d  N a t i o n s 
Educational, Scientific, and 
C u l t u r a l  O r g a n i z a t i o n 
(UNESCO) endorsed the notion of observing International 
Mother Language Day across the world every year on 21st 
February.
Ms Charu Ahluwalia, Assistant Professor, SJMC initiated the 

program by speaking on the importance of the day. Ms Anshu Rajvanshi coordinated the 
program.
Speaking on the roots and significance of International 
Mother Language Day Prof.(Dr.) M. Alam, Dean  SJMC said, 
"UNESCO believes that cultural and linguistic variety are 
important faor sustainable society". He mentioned that 
language serves as a medium for connecting people to 
various social groups. He also said underlined that the 
UNESCO decision of 1999 allows us to converse in our 
native language productively.
To commemorate this occasion, a competition was organised in which, students of SJMC 
(1st and 2nd year) from across the country participated and demonstrated their talent by 
singing, poetry recitation and delivering lectures in their mother language.
Students learned about many cultures and languages including Telegu, Assamese, 
Bengali, Punjabi, Maithili, Oriya, Bhojpuri, Garhwali and other languages. Despite 
ignorance about the languages, students felt connected to one another.
The winners were felicitated at the end of the program.
The participants learnt that language is the most powerful instrument to connect people 
because it allows us to put our feelings and thoughts into our own words and languages. 
All efforts to promote and spread our mother languages will help to foster not only 
linguistic diversity and multilingual education, but also a greater understanding of 
linguistic and cultural traditions around the world as well as a spirit of solidarity based on 
mutual respect, tolerance and dialogue.

Noida, 16th March 2022: Students of School of 

Journalism and Mass Communication under the 

aegis of Satyam Fashion Institute, Sector 62, Noida 

Celebrated "The Festival of Colours" Holi today in 

the college campus. Holi celebrates the arrival of 

spring, the end of winter, the blossoming of love and 

for many, it is a festive day to meet others, play and 

laugh, forget 

and forgive, and repair broken relationships. The 

festival also celebrates the beginning of a good spring 

harvest season. In some areas of India it is also 

celebrated as a symbol of lord Radha Krishna's love. 

Celebration took place in the presence of Mrs sneh 

Singh, Chairperson Satyam Group of 

institution, Dr. Vandana Jaglan, 

Principal of SFI Dr. Bineeta Agarwal, 

Principal of Satyam College of 

Education, Dr. M. Alam, Dean of 

School of Journalism and Mass Communication Dr. Neetu Malhotra, HOD of Satyam 

Fashion Institute: Dr. Preet Goel HOD of Satyam College of Education, and Mr. Priyanka 

Sarkar, Program Head of School of Journalism and Mass Communication and faculty 

members. During the celebration, both students and faculty felt a sense of togetherness and 

goodwill. The faces and clothes smear with holi colours, laughter and running of students 

filled the environment in zeal and enthusiasm.

Noida, 22nd February 2022: School of Journalism and 
Mass Communication, under the aegis of SFI organized an 
Inter Departmental Sports Competition on the college 

campus ground today. The 
event was attended by 
students from SJMC and SFI 
departments. There was a 
lemon race, a threelegged race, and a balance race where 
Sandhya Behera and Isha Tyagi won first prize for three 
legged race. All of the students had the option of competing 

in all three races.  Students 
actively participated in the 
e v e n t .  T h e  e v e n t  w a s 
organized by the Sports Cell. 
The event concluded with the 
distribution of prizes to the 
winners by Mrs. Sneh Singh, Chairperson, Satyam Group of Institutions; Dr. Vandana 
Jaglan, Principal, SFI; Dr Neetu Malhotra, HOD, SFI; Dr. M. Alam, Dean, SJMC and Ms 
Charu Ahluwalia, Faculty Member, SJMC. The motive of this event was to make students 
health conscious and promote sports environment in the campus. 

SJMC Highlights

Students of First Year Batch and Alumini visited Zee News for Holi Celebration where the 

guests were Akshay Kumar and Kriti Sanon with the host being Sudhir Chaudhary.

SJMC celebrated "The Festival of Colours" 
Holi in the college campus. 

SJMC students celebrate “International Mother 

Language Day”

SJMC students participate in Inter-Departmental 
Sports competition organised by Sports Cell under 

IQAC of Satyam Group of Institutions

SJMC Students visit Zee News Channel

Convocation Day 

SJMC celebrates the convocation day of their first batch Noida, 31 March 2022: The 3rd 

Convocation Ceremony of the pass out graduates of year 2021 of SFI, School of Journalism 

and Mass Communication and Satyam College of Education was organized in the campus 

of Satyam Group of Institutions at Sec-62, Noida. Dr. 

Ujwala Chakradev, the Vice Chancellor of SNDT Women’s 

University, Mumbai was the Chief Guest of the 

Convocation Ceremony. Mrs. Sneh Singh, the Chairperson 

o f  S a t y a m  G r o u p  o f 

Institutions; Trustee Secretary, 

Mr. Pradeep Gupta; Dr. Bineeta Agarwal, Principal, Satyam 

College of Education; Dr. Preeti Goyal, 

HOD, SCE; Dr. Vandana Jaglan, 

Principal, SFI; Dr. Neetu Malhotra, 

HOD, SFI; Dr. M. Alam, Dean, School of Journalism and Mass 

Communication; Ms Priyanka Sarkar, Programme Head SJMC; 

parents; guardians of students and dignitaries were present in the 

ceremony. The Convocation began with the ceremonial lamp lighting 

by the Chief Guest, Trustees and dignitaries thereafter the recitation of 

National Anthem and SNDT Women’s University prayer followed by 

the Welcome Address and Presentation of Annual Reports by the Principals of Satyam 

College of Education and SFI. After the address by the Chief Guest, certificates where 

distributed to the pass out students of B.Ed., B.Design, PG Diploma in Fashion Design and 

B.A. (Mass Media)Dr. Neetu Malhotra, HOD, SFI and Dr. Preeti Goyal, HOD, Satyam 

College of Education delivered the Vote of Thanks.



Hm, shh!! Don't say that word.Refer to it as “those days” or “girls problem”. This is what we 
are taught in our house, in our schoolsand everywhere we go.When we discuss 
menstruation with males, we feel ashamed. 
But have you wondered, being a female, have 
you ever wondered why we are ashamed of 
saying I'm on periods, I'm menstruating to 
other females? The simple answer to this is the 
upbringing we are having in a society where our 
mentality is that themenstruation blood is 
impure. We have taken birth from that,if that is 
impure our very birth is impure and the 
creation is impure. Menstruation is a female
only phenomenon. However, taboos and myths 
have long surrounded it, excluding women from many facets of sociocultural life. The 
subject has remained taboo in India until this day. Menstruation taboos exist in many 
societies, and they influence girls' and women's emotional wellbeing, mindset, and 
lifestyle, as well as their health. Menstruation is still regarded as filthy and disgusting in 
many regions of India's culture. The origins of this legend may be traced back to Vedic 
times.As they are menstruation, many girls and women face constraints in their everyday 
lives. The main limitation for urban females during menstruation is not visiting the "puja" 
chamber, whereas the main restriction for rural girls during menstruation is not entering 
the kitchen. It is also forbidden for menstruating girls and women to give prayers or handle 
sacred texts. Moreover, women are not allowed to sit on the couch or sleep on the bed 
during menstruation. The cultural views about impurity connected with menstruation are 
also at the root of this misconception. It is also thought that menstruation women are 
unclean and unsanitary and that the food they cook or touch may get tainted as a result. 
According to a 2011 research by Kumar and Srivastava participating women also indicated 
that their bodies release a unique fragrance or ray during menstruation, which causes 
stored food to spoil. Many cultures forbid menstruation women from bathing or washing 
their hair for the first three days of their cycle.in addition to this Menstrual blood is also 
generally thought to be utilized in witchcraft by black magic practitioners to perform 
gloomy spells. But are we aware of why women were not allowed to do household chores, 
cook, pray, or step out of the house? The main reason for this was that earlier, there were no 
such sanitary napkins were there. They used to have clothes, ashes, etc which was 
uncomfortable. and during that time some females have to go from severe cramps and 
hormonal changes so to give them rest during theirmenstruation cycle they were asked to 
do nothing. but gradually, these practices are used asa discriminatory process. It is past 
time for us to recognize that menstruation is a human issue, not just a female one. It is also 
critical to recognize that this is a hygiene issue rather than a purity one. Some schools now 
have sensitization programs for female students aged 9 to 14, in which they are educated 
about menstruation and the need of maintaining cleanliness during periods. Nonetheless, 
they are instructed to keep it hidden from the boys in their class. Whereas Due to a lack of 
cleanliness and privacy, a high proportion of females drop out of school around puberty. 
People need to recognize and realise that it is a natural physiological function of women, in 
my opinion. Periods aren't anything to be embarrassed of. In fact, not getting periods 
regularly or not having them at all is a health problem. Due to a lack of cleanliness and 
privacy, a high proportion of females drop out of school around puberty. In India, several 
communities celebrate a woman's journey to womanhood. Since 2014, World Menstrual 
Hygiene Day has been observed on the 28th of May to emphasize the importance of 
excellent menstrual hygiene. Parents and teachers may play a critical role in starting 
conversations about this issue and removing stereotypes about it. Boys should be 
encouraged to join in such talks since educating them is as vital. We must create a society in 
which every woman feels open and comfortable discussing menstruation in public with 
anyone. Even now, we are hesitant to discuss menstruation in public; nevertheless, this is 
not our fault; we learnt this from our culture, which taught us to keep the menses a well
guarded secret. As a result, everything that is a myth and taboo in our culture must be 
disproved right now!
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Menstruation does not make women dirty….. 

Period!

The Editorial Page

“It has always been like this. Something ticks him off, 
and he would start to hit me. He would punch me in 
the face, use a belt or even choke me at times. I would 
yell and beg to let go of me. My children would get 
terrified. And then, after the debacle, he would come 
back and cry and apologize. He would manipulate my 
children by begging in front of them. He would ask 
them to convince me to give him a chance. I would 
give in. He would then be the best husband ever until 

somethi
ng else 
t i c k s 
h i m 
off.”

These are the words of a woman who has 
been the sufferer of domestic violence by her 
husband. She knows she is suffering. She 
knows that what happened to her is 
excruciatingly painful and wrong. But she is 
still living with her husband. Living with fear is 
now her new lifestyle. Domestic Violence is a 
crime in a developing and free society like 
India. Husbands, Fathers or other family 
members have attacked every third woman 

in India after 15 years, according to the National Family Health Survey. Women, on behalf 
of children, the family or the community, often, continue to suffer such abuse, sometimes, 
even if they are financially independent. And then, there are a few other women who 
choose to oppose this and fight for what they believe in. Rashmi Anand is among the 
eventual ones.

Rashmi Anand is a sufferer of domestic abuse for 10 years by her husband. This not only 
gutted and scarred her life but also her children's life that lived in trauma and depression 
and constant fear. Taking her own stand, believing in herself and affirming herself that she 
and her kids deserve a better life she walked away from her abusive husband. She had two 
small kids and no financial aid. Today she writes books for children and adults, counselling 
women who have been through domestic abuse that they deserve a better life and a man 
cannot define their lives and the women today need to learn that they are enough and they 
do not deserve to be treated inhumanly. She has counselled over hundreds of women 
voluntarily at the crime against women of Delhi police at Nanakpura, New Delhi.

Today Rashmi runs her own NGO WOMAN OF THE ELEMENT'S TRUST which works with 
the women and children who have undergone domestic abuse and helps them recover 
from the trauma. She has been on social recognition indicates on CNN IBN, NDTV's Salaam 
Zindagi, Doordarshan, Rajya Sabha television, and Lok Sabha television, amongst others. 
Her story was also featured in Season one of Satyamev Jayate. Furthermore, her adventure 
has been covered in articles and documentaries internationally —Mexico, Sweden, France 
and New Zealand, among others. The Delhi Police 2010 calendar turned into primarily 
based on her first book and on her existence. Rashmi has also been featured in the book 
“WOMEN OF PURE WONDER”, a special edition from Vodafone and Roli Books 
showcasing the lifestyles and work of 50 wonderful ladies of India. An issue of the Chicken 
Soup for the Soul inspirational series of books includes the story of her existence, entitled 
'Awakening'. The published author of 13 books on gender violence, love, abundance, joy, 
desire, the human spirit, lifestyles and loss of life, Rashmi also writes kids' books.

Rashmi Anand is an awardwinning creator, counsellor, consultant, and social employee, 
who have been operating with gender problems since 2005. She works with many 
stakeholders on topics throughout the spectrum of public and private — from gender at 
the workplace to domestic violence. Rashmi believes strongly within the energy of 
empathy and hope, and continuously aim to cultivate significant modifications through 
these values.

Writen By ‐ Saachi Sagar ( BMM Sem IV )

Writen By ‐ Priya Goel ( BMM Sem II )

When Rashmi Anand spoke of surviving 
domestic violence, she inspired others to do 

the same.

Drunken young India
Today the youth of the country is getting 
caught in the grip of drugs. One reason for 
this is lack of stamina. Young people these 
days lose their courage very quickly, as a 
result of which they go into depression and 
then they get caught in the grip of drugs. 
Some youngster thinks when they smoke 
cigarettes and hukkah people consider them 
cool and some of youngster getting inspired 
of them and they also start smoking. The 
second big reason is that nowadays 
intoxication is becoming a fashion and it has also become a fashion after falling in the wrong 
company, the biggest weakness of the youth is that people start taking drugs Even after 
seeing others. There is also a reason why children hide things from their parents because 
their parents are not having friendly behavior with their children so they do not share their 
problems with them. Due to which he starts going towards wrong things like drug addictions 
and it becomes a cause of problems in the future, such as diseases like cancer may have to be 
faced. Lack of social relationships feeling loneliness due to these reasons youth start 
mourning for drugs. At present, youth resorts to drugs in rising unemployment, many times 
parents do not pay attention to their children, they set them free, due to which children 
getattract toward wrong friends and getting addicted to drugs and become victims of drugs 

and get entangled in it and they won’t be able to get out of 
it and it becomes very difficult and there is also a reason 
that the breakup of joint family also has a deep impact on 
the youth. Today, due to nuclear family, youth are not able 
to get culture and love, in order to overcome loneliness, 
youth get connected to mobile internet and they also get 
addicted to drugs. So, to get out of this, love and moral 
education of parents is very much needed and the 
government should also stop the sale of drugs specially in 
between youngster and parents should spend more time 
with their child and develop close family ties because 
share a problem with their families are less likely to 
become drug addicts. Eating balanced diet and exercising 
regularly is another way of preventing drug and alcohol 
addiction. Some people, particularly teenagers and young 
adults, experiment with drugs just to portray a cool image in front of theirs. Staying busy is 
also one of the ways for prevent addiction of wrong things like drugs, alcohol, cigarettes, 
etc. drug addiction can be treated. The various treatment methods are behavioural 
counselling, and treatment of anxiety and depression. There are rehabilitation centres 
available.

By Sapna Yadav, BMM Sem IV
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This is the high time when class 12th results are out and school days are complete

Career

Career Opportunities in Psychology after 10+2
Psychology is the study of mind and 

behaviour. This is for those students who 

want to learn and understand about 

human behaviour. A Psychology student 

can learn to comprehend why people act, 

how they respond to the world and which 

factors might affect them, their families 

and society.
#Where to learn Psychology in India?
1. AIIMS Delhi‐ All India Institute of 

Medical Sciences (New Delhi)
2. Amity University (Noida)
3. Christ University (Delhi NCR)
4. CMR University (University in Karnataka)
5. Tata Institute of Social Sciences (Mumbai)
6. Ambedkar University (New Delhi)
#Eligibility for this course:
Candidates should have studied class 12th candidates from all streams i.e., arts, science 

or commerce are eligible for admission to Psychology courses. Qualifying education from 

any open school board like NIOS are also eligible.
#Programmes: 
BSC in Psychology 
BA (Hons in Psychology)
Bachelor of arts (BA) in Psychology 
*Master's courses: 
Master of Arts (MA) in Psychology
Master of Arts in counselling in Psychology MSC in psychology 
 *Doctoral course
Doctor of philosophy in Psychology 
M Phil in Psychology 
#Course duration: 
Graduation 3 years 
Postgraduation 2 years
M phil. – 12 years 
Doctoral 3 years
#Skills required for Psychology: 
In order to become psychology expert candidate needs to be passionate, calm, 

observant, logical, excellent communication skills, understandable, having the 

knowledge about human behaviour, and having problem solving skills. He should be 

sensible and having interpersonal skills.
#Career in Psychology:
 A psychologists can work as counsellors at universities, hospitals, schools, clinical, 

government agencies etc. He can be psychotherapist, psychiatrist, counsellor, therapist, 

clinical psychology, consultant, social worker.
#Salary: 
The salary is an important concern before stepping into any career. The average salary of 

a Psychologists starts from Rs 2.5 lakhs to Rs 3.5 lakhs annually and 2500030000 

monthly.
By Bharti , BMM Sem IV

Career Prospects in Architecture after 10+ 2
B. Arch (Bachelor of Architecture) is an 

undergraduate degree in the field of 

architecture. This fiveyear fulltime 

programme is a blend of theoretical and 

practical knowledge for students to learn 

the art of planning, designing and 

constructing physical structures of various 

kinds.
ELIGIBILITY
The students taking admission in B. Arch must have passed 10+2 with mathematics as 

the main subject from a recognized board. The students who have done a diploma in 

relevant subject from a recognized university with at least 50% aggregate marks could 

also take admission in B. Arch.
BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURE JOBS
Some common B.Arch. jobs which most of the professionals prefer getting completing 

their Bachelor of Architecture course are:
1. Design Architect
2. Landscape Architect
3. Urban Planner
4. Project Manager
5. Construction Contractor
6. Art Director
7. Architecture Designer
8. Architecture Engineer
9. Urban Designer
TOP COLLEGES FOR BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURE
1. Rizvi College of Architecture, Mumbai
2. Jadavpur University, Kolkata
3. Yashwantrao Chavan Maharashtra Open University
4. Anna University, Chennai
5. Birla Institute of Technology, Mersa. B y  N i k i t a  M a n r a l , B M M  S e m  I V 

Career Prospects in Animation
An animator creates an extensive series of images that form the animation seen in 

movies, commercials, television programs, and video games. They typically specialize in 

one of those media and may further concentrate on a specific area, such as characters, 

scenery, or background design. Animators typically use computer software to do their 

work. They are members of a team that consists of other animators and artists who 

collaborate on projects. 

Duties and Responsibilities of an Animator
Typical job responsibilities may include:
• Create expressive character animation portraying a wide range of emotions
• Recommend the best approaches to integrate 3D components into final commercial  

quality products
• Create high quality animations utilizing both hand key animation and motion capture 

data
• Give and receive constructive, creative feedback across teams
• Collaborate with other animators, clients, and producers
• Create prototypes and mockups of new types of products
• Brainstorm and conceptualize ideas, with the ability to produce concept sketches and 

quick edits
• Comprehend and execute direction from the lead animator or animation supervisor

ANIMATOR SALARY
The salary trajectory for animator is:
I. Animator  ₹31,637/month
II. Senior animator  ₹69,142/month
III. Lead animator  ₹11Lakh/yr

Elgibility: 
Animators should have the following education and experience:
• College degree: While an animator isn’t required to have an college degree, most 

employers prefer to hire job candidates who have a bachelor’s degree in animation, 

computer graphics, fine arts, or a related
discipline. If you want to create animation for video games, you should earna degree in 

video game design or interactive media.
• Courses: Coursework includes painting, drawing, and sculpture. Degrees in animation 

often require classes in drawing, animation, and film. Many schools have specialized 

degrees in interactive media or game design.

• Selfstudy: Skills in graphics and animation can be honed through self study and can 

improve a job candidate’s portfolio. The website Animation Guide offers workshops, 

tutorials, and other resources for
those wanting to learn animation.
• Internships: Internships are a great way to gain experience and build your portfolio. For 

example, if you are interested in video game animation, you can contact 

GameDesigning.org, which provides internship information for aspiring animators. 

Internships.com also provides internship opportunities.
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Malala Yousafzai – Global Icon of Girls' 
Education

Dr. Kiran Bedi - The First Woman IPS 
Officer of India

Kiran Bedi is born on 9 June 1949, Amritsar 
Punjab India.  She is a judicious person 
overflowing with kind of courage. Kiran 
Bedi is also a tennis player, she started 
playing tennis at the age of 9 and was 
highly inspired by her father Prakash Lal. 
She was won many prizes. Her Education 
included an undergraduate degree (B.A. 
Hons with English) in 1968, MA in Political 
Science in 1970, L.L.B in 1988 and Ph.D in 
1993 from  Punjab University, Delhi 
University and IIT Delhi.
Her father’s name  is Mr. Prakash Lal 
Peshawaria and mother’s name is Mrs. 
Prem Peshawaria.
She won the Asian women’s Lawn Tennis 
Player Championship in 1972 and the same 
year she became a first woman IPS officer 
in India and entered the Indian
Police Academy. The first woman in India to 
join the officer ranks of the IPS in 1972.   At 
that time she belong to Indian Political party 
(BJP). The 24th Lieutenant
Governor of Puducherry from 28 May 2016 
to 16 February 2021.  Since her childhood, 
she faced a lot of challenges like walking 

miles to go school and she was belong to 
poor family also  she faced many financial 
problems in her family and faced political 
problem and rural.
  
                                                                                                   
BY Muskan Pandey, BMM Sem II

AGRA: Roopa, an acid attack survivor and 
the manager of Sheroes Hangout Café

Roshni Nadar Malhotra is the CEO of HCL 
Corporation and a Trustee of the Shiv Nadar 
Foundation. She is also the Founder and 
Trustee of The Habitats Trust, and serves as 
the Chairperson of HCL Technologies.
Roshni Nadar is an Indian billionaire 
businesswoman, and the first woman to 
lead a listed IT company in India. She is the 
only child of HCL founder and billionaire 
industrialist Shiv Nadar. She is at the 
number of 52th on the Forbes World's 100 
Most Powerful Women list. She is also the 
richest woman in India. According to IIFL 
Wealth Hurun India rich list 2019.
Roshni has the daunting task of building 
HCL beyond what founder Shiv Nadar built. 
Among India's top 20 largest publicly traded 
companies and one of the top five IT 
services firm, HCL Technologies had a 
market capitalisation of Rs. 3.14 lakh 
crores. This year, HCL is set to report a 
doubledigit growth in revenues with the 
pandemic having hastened the adoption of 
digital ways of doing business. She is also a 
philanthropic star and has been working 
act ively  towards providing qual i ty 
education to underprivileged children via 
the Shiv Nadar Foundation and the 
VidyaGyan leadership academy.
Roshni is a member of the Dean's Advisory 

Council at the MIT School of Engineering, 
USA, and is also a member of the Kellogg 
School of Management's Executive Board 
for Asia. She serves on the board of 
directors of the U SIndia Strategic 
Partnership Forum (USISPF) and is an 
independent director on the board of the 
HDFC Asset Management Company.
In recognition of her outstanding work in 
business and in philanthropy, Roshni has 
received several honors and accolades. She 
also at number of 52 in the list of most 
powerful women in the world. By American 
business magazine Forbes. Forbs also 
featured her among the '25 Most Powerful 
Businesswomen in Asia. Roshni was 
conferred with the Lewis Inst itute 
Community Change maker Award by 
Babson College in 2017.  She is an unique 
personality to motivate today's youth.

Every girl has the right to raise her voice, she 
is never anyone slave nor a puppet in 
anyone’s hand.
One such girl who took her rights and raised 
her voice for the rights of many girls like 
herself. 
That girl name is Malala Yousafzai the 
youngest Pakistani  act ivist .  Malala 
Yousafzai born in July 12, 1997, Mingora sw 
at Valley, Pakistan; Malala yousafzai’s father 
Zauddin Yousafzai is a Pakistani education 
activist who protested against Tehriki
Taliban Pakistan opposition for the 
education of girls.
When Malala was old enough she started 
thinking and understanding that girls of her 
age were prohibited to attend school. 
Instead of going school, girls have to stay 
home and doing household works, learn 
how to cook for their brothers and fathers.

Malala’s father inspired her to take a stand 
and raise her voice for those helpless girls.
On September1, 2008 Malala was 11years 
old, when her father took her to a local 
press club in Peshawar where she raise her 
first voice “how dare the Taliban take away 
the basic rights of Education especially for 
girls?”
This is how Malala began to raise her voice.
Malala give so many powerful speeches 
like:
1. Malala want every woman should 
i n d e p e n d e n t  a n d  r a i s e  v o i c e  f o r 
themselves. 
2. She want that both boys and girls 
should get proper education. 
3. Everyone should get equal rights 
and respect. 

On October 9, 2012 the Taliban also fired on 
Malala when she was 15 years old . Malala’s 
condition was very bad but she didn’t give 
up.

Malala had only one goal that girls should 
get good education, free protection and 
their rights shouldn’t be taken away from 
them.
Malala has done so many good things that 
she has received many achievements:
1. Nobel peace prize (2014).
2. Glamour award for the girl’s hero 
(2013).
3. Shortly Award for teen hero 
(2015).
4. National Malala peace prize 

(2011).
5. United Nations prize in the field to 
of human rights (2013).
6. Sakharov prize (2013).
And many more.

In 2013 Malala and her father started the 
MALALA FUND which bring the awareness 
towards the social and economic impact for 
girls’ education. 
Malala has said a great thing “we need to 
encourage girls that their voice matters. I 
think there are hundreds and thousands of 
MALALA out of there.”
By Debanjana Chakraborty, BMM Sem IV
 

FALGUNI NAYAR- An Indian 
Businesswoman and Billionaire and CEO

Falguni Nayar is the founder of Naykaa. She 
is an Indian businesswoman and billionaire 
and CEO of the beauty and lifestyle retail 
company Naykaa. Nayar is one of two self
made female,Indian billionaires. She born 
in Mumbai Maharashtra on 19 February 
1963. She is from a gujrati family and 
married to Sanjay Nayar in year 1987.whom 
sheet a business school. Her 2 children are 
Adwaita Nayar and Anchit Nayar. She did 

her MBA finance. She graduates from 
Sydenham College of Commerce and 
Economics and post graduate from Mumbai 
I n d i a n  I n s t i t u t e  o f  M a n a g e m e n t 
Ahmedabad. In 1933 she joined Kotak 
Mahindra group for 19 years. In 2005, she 
was appointed as a managing director and 
exited on 2012. In 2012 at age of 50 she 
found Nayaka with $2 million of her own 
money. Nykaa was worth $2.3 billion as of 
2021 bringing Nayar ’s fortune to an 
estimated $1.1billion.nayar is one of s 2 
selfmade female Indian billionaires the 
other being Kiran Mazumdarshaw. Naykaa 
listed at $13 billion on 10 November 2021 
making Nayar India’s richest selfmade 
woman and is now among India’s top 20 
richest people.



Pollution curbs in Delhi hit construction 
industry hard.
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Creative Corner

EVERY NIGHT SHE FINDS A NEW LOVER IN 

HER ROOM TO MAKE LOVE TO HER?

BUT IS IT ACTUALLY LOVE? OR THE 

REALITY IS SOMETHING ELSE HIDDEN 

BEHIND THIS LUSH ADORATION.

SHE SCREAMS IN PAIN, HER MOUTH IS 

STUFFED WITH THE DIRTY 

HANDKERCHIEFS.

EVERY NIGHT A NEW TERRITORY IS 

MARKED.

HER EARS ARE FILLED WITH THE SULTRY 

WORDS.

HER PUPILS GAZE INTO THE DARKNESS.

BENEATH HER SKIN, TINGLES THE FLICKERING FLAMES.

THE WILD CLAWS SCRATCHING HER BODY, LEAVING RED TALLY MARKS ALL OVER HER 

BODY.

STREAKING HER SPINE

BRUTALIZING HER BODY WHEN SHE WHEN BEGS FOR IT.

UNDER FADED MILKY TWILIGHT,

HER HELPLESSNESS GLOWS.

DIFFERENT MEN, DIFFERENT NIGHT

BUT THE REASON TENDS TO BE UNCHANGED.

WAX POETIC AND CRESCENT MOON.

HER NEED IS MONEY, YOUR NEED IS SATISFACTION.

AND YOU CALL HER A PROSTITUTE JUST BECAUSE HER MEANS OF EARNING HER 

DAILY NEEDS IS DIFFERENT THAN YOURS?

SHE IS A SUPERHERO WHO PREVENTS RAPE.

PERHAPS, HER QUITE MOUTH AND SHY EYES FAIL ONCE AGAIN TO TAKE HER OWN 

STAND IN THE SOCIETY YOU ALL PRAY.

     

SHE IS A SUPERHERO

By:‐ 
 Shivani Tiwari

BYPRIYA GOEL

1ST YEAR
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Achievement
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